
SEPTEMBER 2020 

Events in  

oskar. The meeting center in the garden city of Drewitz   

 

„Folded"  illustration workshop 

At the moment masks are part of our everyday lives and the headscarf debate is still explosive. 

We want to offer a framework to get creative with the subject of headgear & disguise to discuss and develop an enlightening, 

innovative poster series on the topic together. 

Instructions: Patricia Vester | spotaday.blog 

Participation is free of charge | without age restriction | registration is not necessary | Contact: 0331/2019705 

Wed 09.09. + Wed 16.09. | 3 p.m. - 6 p.m. | oskar. 

 

ANGEKOMMEN? ARRIVED? ALIFIKA? Interview and panel discussion with Eve Okelo (Kenya) - single mother, course leader, 

volunteer, activist 

Founded by emigration experiences, Eve Okelo tells of her experiences as a “new neighbor”. 

How can I get involved here in Germany and benefit from it on the side? What is volunteering good for? Why is consistency an 

important prerequisite for almost everything in Germany? Where can I find my community and if not, how can I become active 

myself? How do I find useful networks for job and language placement? How does it work with children and work? What would I 

do again and what has not brought me forward? 

She calls it: "Motivational Speaking" and says: "I can say how it works, because I've worked my way up!" 

UMOJA NI NGUVU. Together we are strong. 

Participation is free of charge | without age restriction | registration is not necessary | Contact: 0331/2019705 

Thursday 10.09. | 7-10 p.m. | oskar. 

 

"Thanksgiving Day" - culture for everyone 

As part of “Culture for Everyone”, we are celebrating a colorful harvest festival together with the “Wendeschleife - Klimagarten 

im Quartier (Stadtrandelfen e.V.)” project. 

From 12 noon, hobby gardeners and professionals can sell, swap and donate harvest yields, just like in a market. Accompanied by 

the "Eating Culture" project, we enjoy a seasonal and regional multicultural brunch buffet together, celebrate the great harvest 

on the WENDESCHLEIFE DREWITZ and the topic of "Naturally gardening in the city". As a joint action, we are building practical 

plant seed sorters. The afternoon is accompanied by a surprise live act. 

Participation is free of charge | without age restriction | registration is not necessary | Contact: 0331/2019705 

Sun 13.09. | 12 p.m. - 4 p.m. | Wendeschleife Drewitz 

 

"DO YOU READ ME?" Diversity training 

DO YOU READ ME? “Diversity training + empowerment workshop on intercultural competence & understanding of diversity. 

What does diversity mean? Can we learn intercultural mindfulness? What strategies are there for understanding? What do body 

checks and prejudices do to me? How can I be more careful in my use of language and vocabulary? What can I learn about age 

discrimination, hobby bashing & Co? What do I need to know about my counterpart? Are solutions and approaches the same in 

all cultures? How do I want to be read? 

                Nouria Asfaha | Women's Center Potsdam | E.O.T.O. | Muslim Community Potsdam | 

                Patricia Vester | Neighborhood and culture guide oskar. | Founder Coach | E.O.T.O. | 

Registration or if you are interested: 0331 2019 705/04 - participation also possible without reg: | the workshop is free of charge 

Sat 12.09. | 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. | oskar. 

  

"KOMPLIZIN" women's network presentation 

In cooperation with the Autonomous Women's Center Potsdam e.V., we present the new network for feminine energy 

"accomplice".: Women's associations, lone fighters and women's initiatives, whether private, small or large, are invited to 

become part of the network, to get to know each other and to participate. The event is accompanied by the “Esskultur” project - 

a multicultural evening buffet. 

Fri. 18.09. | DistrictCafè | 18 - 20.30 | oskar. 


